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 ABSTRACT  A new pipeline-SAR ADC structure without residue amplifier and timing-interleaving (TI) is presented 
in this brief. Two redistribution DACs and comparators are adopted in two stages, with DAC1 for MSB comparisons and 
DAC2 for LSB comparisons. The previous sampled signal is transferred from DAC1 to DAC2 through charge sharing, so 
that previous LSB conversions can operate simultaneously with the next sample and MSB conversions, which increases 
the conversion speed. With 0.5 scale factor between two stages and multi comparator offsets, offset calibration has to be 
obtained to eliminate offset nonlinearity. The number of conversion cycles required by the proposed design is only 6 and 
sampling requires no extra time, which is 3 cycles fewer than traditional SAR ADC. The behavioral model of 8b proposed 
design proves the performance stability with parasitic capacitance variation, capacitor mismatch, offset, and noise 
errors. 
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I INTRODUCTION 
SAR ADC Architecture 

Although there are many variations for implementing a SAR ADC, the basic architecture is quite 
simple (see Figure 1). The analog input voltage (VIN) is held on a track/hold. To implement the binary 
search algorithm, the N-bit register is first set to midscale (that is, 100... .00, where the MSB is set to 1). This 
forces the DAC output (VDAC) to be VREF/2, where VREF is the reference voltage provided to the ADC. A 
comparison is then performed to determine if VIN is less than, or greater than, VDAC. If VIN is greater than VDAC, 
the comparator output is a logic high, or 1, and the MSB of the N-bit register remains at 1. Conversely, if 
VIN is less than VDAC, the comparator output is a logic low and the MSB of the register is cleared to logic 0. 
The SAR control logic then moves to the next bit down, forces that bit high, and does another comparison. 
The sequence continues all the way down to the LSB. Once this is done, the conversion is complete and the 
N-bit digital word is available in the register. 

 
Fig.1. Simplified N-bit SAR ADC architecture. 

 SAR ADCs are quickly emerging into high speed data converters with excellent power efficiency and 
technology advantages. Researches on single channel SAR ADCs tremendously improve their performance 
to several tens of MS/s and GS/s with resolution between 6 bits and 10 bits, while their FoMs remain only 
dozens of fJ/conv. The speed of single channel SAR ADCs is limited by comparator latching speed and the 
number of conversion cycles, which are difficult to minimize for fixed resolution even with higher voltage 
and larger current. Researches present 2b/cycle conversion Flash-SAR hybrid ADCs with 3 redistribution 
DACs and 3 comparators converting in the parallel structure. The benefit of Flash-SAR structure is the half 
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number of conversion cycles which greatly enhances the conversion speed. further removes 1 DAC from the 
2b/cycle conversion system by adopting a reference DAC and non-radix-2 DAC structure, which simplifies 
the control logic and reduces DAC power. Researches employ multi comparators operating in serial mode to 
minimize the delay of control logic circuits and provides longer time for switching and more reset time for 
comparators to eliminate the memory effect. Design difficulties of these SAR ADCs are nonlinearity errors 
from comparator offsets requiring calibration. 
 

II PROPOSED SYSTEM 
In this brief, a single channel pipeline-SAR ADC architecture without timing mismatch and residue 

amplifier is presented. The structure reduces power consumption while enhances the conversion speed. The 
performance of linearity and conversion speed is analyzed in the behavioral model. 

A. TI-less pipeline-SAR ADC without amplifiers 
In this section, the proposed 8b TI-less pipeline-SAR ADC is implemented in two stages with two 

comparators, two DACs and overlapped conversion cycles. The detailed structure is introduced in Fig. 2 with 
only 3b MSBs in stage1 and LSB conversions overlap with MSBs of the next sample in stage2. Without TI 
system and residue amplifiers, charge sharing is adopted to transfer signals from DAC1 in stage1 to DAC2 in 
stage2. The switching logic and charge sharing architecture operates in the following way. The analog input 
Vin is sampled through Φs and converted on DAC1. After 3b MSB conversions on DAC1, the signal is 
transferred to DAC2 through charge sharing cycle Φcs, which avoids timing mismatch errors (no extra 
sampling clock). Φcs operates simultaneously with the 3 rd bit DAC redistribution.  

After charge sharing, LSB conversions are processed on DAC2, which operates simultaneously with 
the next sample in its sampling phase and MSB conversion. To eliminate the memory effect of the previous 
comparison, the differential-end of DAC2 is connected together by clock Φcm after LSB decision during next 
MSB conversions, which takes no extra cycles. To maintain radix-2 conversion, two DACs have equal 
capacitance and the residue voltage of DAC1 is sampled on DAC2 with 0.5 scale factor through charge 
sharing. Capacitance of either DAC is doubled compared to traditional SAR ADC (with same unit 
capacitance). But most capacitance of DAC2 is connected directly to reference voltage without switch 
connections, so that the speed of DAC2 is much faster than traditional DAC, resulting in shorter LSB cycles 

 
Fig. 2. The 8b TI-less pipeline SAR ADC architecture with offset calibration. 

B. Comparator with offset calibration 
 comp1 and comp2 share same comparator circuits (different transistor size), which are illustrated 
in Fig. 3. The common mode voltage of comp2 is around 260mV for 1.2V supply in the proposed design, 
requiring smaller size of current tail M5 to meet the needs of noise and offset. Therefore, M5 in comp2 is 
only half of it in comp1. Comparator offsets are adjusted through modifying bulk voltage of input transistors 
M1 and M2, which are controlled by 5 bits calibration DACs and additional 1 bit sign control of offsets. One 
calibration DAC with two adjusting circuits for two comparators can be implemented by resistor ladder with 
1pF decoupling capacitors connecting to each bulk. Total resistance of calibration DAC is 13kΩ with less 
than 100µW power consumption. The smallest calibration voltage on the bulk is 910mV with more than 
±20mV offset calibration range. Simulated offset σ of comparators is less than 6mV (Monte Carlo 
simulation). 
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Fig. 3. Comparator circuits with offset calibration 

C. Control logic with meta-stability reduction  
Meta-stability errors are considered to happen at small inputs less than 1/10 or 1/20 LSB 

(depending on comparator speed), which is too slow to switch for following comparisons (usually DAC will 
not be switched). Therefore, if metastability errors are regarded as noise and switching logic operates in 
normal state, following conversion cycles will still get right decisions.  

The control logic of the proposed design is implemented with 2 sets of registers which can reduce 
the influence of metastability from comparators. The detailed circuits and timing diagram are shown in Fig. 
4. Φ2 is the reset signal of registers for comp2. rdy1 and rdy2 are ready signals for comp1 and comp2. rst1 
and rst2 are clock signals for comp1 and comp2. rdy1 and rdy2 trigger 1 set of registers to generate clock ri 
(i=8,7,...,1) for comparator decisions. Another set of registers uses ri to register comparator output dp, 
generating decisions di . Shown in Fig. 1, switching logic implementations depend on DAC connections 
during sampling. swi,p and swi,n are control signals for DAC switches. 

 
Fig. 4. Control logic and switch generation circuits. 

If capacitor bottom plate connects to Vrefp, then switching logic uses AND gates to switch to Vrefn 
during redistribution. If capacitor bottom plate connects to Vrefn, then NAND gates are adopted. In the 
proposed control logic, only one comparator output dp is registered. Switching logics are generated from dp 
and ri . ri signals are triggered by ready signals rdy1 and rdy2, which depend on the common mode of 
comparator latching nodes with less than 10% delay variation (75ps delay from rst1 and rst2). dp is reset to 
0. If dp is 1 but has metastability error (small input result in slow latching speed), then switching logic 
considers the registered value of dp as 0 (small input regards as noise) and continue switching under 
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control of ri . Therefore, switching logic operates normally when small inputs of comparators leading to 
meta-stability errors and following conversions will not be affected. 

 

III RESULTS 

 
Fig.5. Schematic of proposed system 

 
Fig.6.Simulation 

 

IV CONCLUSION 
In this brief, a single channel pipeline-SAR ADC structure without residue amplifier and time-

interleaving is proposed with speed enhancement. Compared to the conventional SAR ADC, the con of the 
proposed design is smaller LSB voltage resulting in larger noise performance. The pro of the proposed 
design is fewer conversion cycles, no additional cycle time for sampling and longer sampling time resulting 
in smaller sampling switches. Compared to traditional pipeline-SAR ADCs, the residue amplifier is removed 
from the proposed design with less nonlinearity errors and power consumption. Compared to TI SAR ADCs, 
the architecture introduces zero timing mismatch error. From the behavioural model, statistical results 
prove the stability of the introduced architecture with mismatch, offset, noise and parasitic variation 
considered. 
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